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Empowering end-users to wire Internet of Things (IoT) objects (things and services) together would allow them to more easily conceive and realize interesting IoT solutions. A challenge lies in devising a simple end-user development approach to support the specification of transformations, which can bridge the mismatch in the data being exchanged among IoT objects. To tackle this challenge, we present Visual Simple Transformations (ViSiT) as an approach that allows end-users to use a jigsaw puzzle metaphor for specifying transformations that are automatically converted into underlying executable workflows. ViSiT is explained by presenting meta-models and an architecture for implementing a system of connected IoT objects. A tool is provided for supporting end-users in visually developing and testing transformations. Another tool is also provided for allowing software developers to modify, if they wish, a transformation’s underlying implementation. This work was evaluated from a technical perspective by developing transformations and measuring ViSiT’s efficiency and scalability and by constructing an example application to show ViSiT’s practicality. A study was conducted to evaluate this work from an end-user perspective, and its results showed positive indications of perceived usability, learnability, and the ability to conceive real-life scenarios for ViSiT.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a growing paradigm that brings together a wide variety of smart objects [Kortuem et al. 2010]. The IoT will have a major impact on many aspects of the everyday-life and behavior of its potential users, in both the work and domestic environments [Atzori et al. 2010]. People could gain access to a large number and a wide variety of IoT objects (things and services) that are provided by different companies. Empowering end-users with the ability to wire
these objects together could trigger their imagination and allow them to realize many interesting scenarios. As the number of IoT objects increases, the possible configuration combinations will also increase. Since this configuration is going to be performed by end-users, it becomes a challenge that can be classified as end-user development [Jeffrey C. F. Ho 2015]. The end-user programming paradigm is already a common form of programming, e.g., in spreadsheet applications [Burnett et al. 2004], and is particularly encouraged in an IoT setting [Burnett and Kulesza 2015].

Linking IoT objects (things and services), which could originate from different companies, requires transforming the communication data from one representation (source) to another (target). In this situation, end-users can benefit from a simple approach that allows them to link IoT objects and define the necessary transformations. In this paper, we draw on knowledge from the disciplines of software engineering and HCI to present ViSiT (Visual Simple Transformations). ViSiT allows end-users to define transformations for realizing such data conversions between communicating IoT objects. As recommended by the meta-design approach [Fischer et al. 2004], end-users are not presented with a closed IoT system, but are provided with the necessary tools that allow them to extend the system in a way that would fit their needs.

1.1 Why is ViSiT Useful?
ViSiT allows end-users to define transformations visually by using a jigsaw puzzle metaphor (based on [Danado and Paternò 2014] and [Humble et al. 2003]). This metaphor could be more usable for non-programmers than existing model transformation languages such as ATL [Jouault et al. 2006] and Henshin [Arendt et al. 2010], which usually target technical experts.

With ViSiT, end-users do not need to write code or use technical visual notations, e.g., Unified Modelling Language (UML), in order to define transformations that allow IoT objects to exchange data. In his keynote¹ at ICSE 2015, Grady Booch mentioned that in case someone was thinking of creating a new programming language, the target user-group should be non-programmers. Visual tools can in some cases reduce the learning curve for end-users with basic or no programming skills by helping them to achieve tasks that would otherwise require an advanced knowledge of coding. For example, the Yahoo Pipes² system was presented as a visual tool for transforming web information by grabbing data such as images and RSS feeds from a URL input and transforming it. In this sense, providing non-programmers with a simple tool-supported approach for creating transformations could empower them in configuring IoT objects to communicate. End-users who wish to define transformations in ViSiT are supported by a web-based visual-design tool. This tool communicates with a web-service that generates an underlying executable implementation for the jigsaw puzzle transformation. Hence, much of the complexity is hidden from the end-users.

¹ Grady Booch, The Future of Software Engineering at ICSE 2015: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1TGjjJ-FiE
² Yahoo Pipes: https://pipes.yahoo.com
1.2 An Example of Applying ViSiT in an IoT Setting

A basic example is presented in Fig. 1 to demonstrate how ViSiT can be applied in an IoT setting. This example presents a hypothetical scenario, where notifications are needed between a smart refrigerator and an online shopping service. In this scenario, the refrigerator has computational intelligence and sensors, which allow it to detect when its stock is low on certain kinds of items. Assume that the trays holding the butter and the eggs have weight-based sensors, which can detect if the quantity of an item is running low. Once low-stock items are detected, the refrigerator can place an order with the online shopping service. The ViSiT transformation system, ViSiT, can be used to automate this process. The source model, consisting of low-stock items, can be transformed into a target model, consisting of purchase-order items, which can then be sent to the online shopping service for processing.

Fig. 1. Basic Scenario of an IoT Refrigerator Placing an Order for its Low-Stock Items at an Online Shopping Service

order at an online shopping service to replenish its stock. Hence, the owner would not have to worry about running out of butter or eggs.

The problem lies in the mismatch between the format of the data generated by the refrigerator and the one expected by the shopping service. Hence, for compatibility reasons, the refrigerator cannot transmit the data as it is to the shopping service. A transformation is needed for converting the low-stock items being sent from the refrigerator (Fig. 1 – a), to a purchase order format compliant with the shopping service (Fig. 1 – b). It is not feasible for every IoT device vendor and every service provider to create components that allow their products to communicate with all other available products. Hence, a mediation system is required for defining such communication links and transformations. There are existing general automatic mediation approaches for software components [Bennaceur and Issarny 2015]. Yet, in an IoT setting, involving end-users empowers them to realize interesting solutions of their own conception. Hence, ViSiT adds the necessary concepts that make the jigsaw puzzle metaphor applicable to the definition of transformations.

We can see in Fig. 1 – c how an end-user can wire together the refrigerator and the shopping service visually by putting three jigsaw puzzle pieces together. Then, the end-user can also add a transformation using the same visual metaphor as shown in Fig. 1 – d. This transformation is automatically converted to an underlying executable workflow implementation like the one shown in Fig. 1 – e. When executed, the transformation shown in Fig. 1 – e converts the low-stock items (Fig. 1 – a) to the purchase order items (Fig. 1 – b). End-users are not required to do any coding, but merely use visual elements to indicate how the source model should be transformed to the target model. In this example, the transformation’s visual elements shown in Fig. 1 – d include: the target collection (PurchaseOrder) and the target properties (ItemRef and Qty). The “ItemRef” property is simply assigned its “Code” counterpart from the source model. As a hypothetical scenario, assume that the end-users would like to order double the low-stock quantity. They can just multiply the low-stock-items’ “Quantity” property by two before assigning it to the “Qty” property of the purchase order. If the end-users would like to connect the refrigerator to another shopping service or vice-versa, they just need to specify a new ViSiT link and transformation to fit that purpose.

We applied ViSiT to different examples in order to demonstrate its practicality and ability to address real-life scenarios. These examples are presented in this paper and provide more details on ViSiT’s capabilities and supported features.

1.3 Structure of the Article

This work is related to both end-user development and model transformations. Hence, the strengths and shortcomings of the state-of-the-art in both areas are discussed in Section 2. ViSiT’s concepts are presented as meta-models and explained in Section 3. This section also presents and explains our proposed architecture for enabling IoT objects to communicate using ViSiT. Section 3 also discusses the reasons for choosing ViSiT’s visual jigsaw puzzle metaphor and its underlying workflow implementation. The method of creating and executing workflows that realize a transformation is explained in Section 4. The tools that support end-users and developers in defining, testing, and managing transformations are presented in Section 5. Additional examples are given in Section 6 to demonstrate the kinds of transformations that can be accomplished using ViSiT. These examples demonstrate ViSiT’s features further. ViSiT is evaluated from a technical perspective in Section 7. The efficiency and
scalability of ViSiT are demonstrated by measuring its execution times when it is applied to models with a varying size and complexity. A practical application is also presented in Section 7 to show the viability of using ViSiT for real-life applications. A usability study that we conducted to evaluate ViSiT is presented in Section 8. The threats to validity and limitations of this work are discussed in Section 9. Finally, our conclusions are given in Section 10.

2. RELATED WORK
This section highlights the strengths and shortcomings of existing approaches related to end-user development and model-transformations. These approaches are assessed from an HCI perspective, with respect to how end-users who are non-programmers might find them easy to learn and use. Our aim is to elicit the best qualities from both areas in order to devise a transformation definition approach, which would be suitable for end-users within an IoT setting. In this section, we classify the related work into two main categories: end-user development approaches and transformation approaches. The first category includes the approaches that directly target end-user development or have the potential of being used by end-users. On the other hand, the second category covers model transformation languages that usually target software developers. Each of these two categories are also divided into subcategories, which provide a more detailed classification.

2.1 End-User Development Approaches
Several approaches such as programming by example [Cypher and Halbert 1993], [Lieberman 2001] and the use of component-based technologies [Mørch et al. 2004], were proposed for supporting end-users in developing various types of applications. Many of these approaches focus on providing a visual paradigm, which helps end-users in building applications without requiring advanced technical knowledge. For example, the Cicero Designer allows end-users to customize the user interface (UI) of a museum guide by performing direct manipulation [Ghiani et al. 2009]. Some approaches are dedicated for developing IoT applications. However, these approaches do not target supporting end-users in defining transformations that allow IoT objects to communicate by exchanging data. This section provides a brief overview of the state-of-the-art, but more details can be found in the existing literature [Lieberman et al. 2006], [Ko et al. 2011].

2.1.1 End-User Development Approaches for Educational Purposes. Alice is an approach for making introductory programming courses easier to grasp [Dann et al. 2011]. Scratch was created for helping end-users, primarily children, in learning computer programming by creating real working applications [Maloney et al. 2010]. TouchDevelop maps the constructs offered by code-based programming languages to visual alternatives, which allow end-users to define applications by using their smartphones [Athreya et al. 2012].

These approaches are important innovations that teach non-programmers how to program, instead of restricting this activity to professional programmers who know how to use traditional programming languages.

2.1.2 Spreadsheet-Based End-User Development Approaches. Service composition is the target application of many end-user development approaches [Hang and Zhao 2015]. For example, DashMash promotes the use of web mashups as a technique for
end-user development [Cappiello et al. 2011]. A number of approaches attempt to support end-user service composition using spreadsheet-based UIs. DataSheets is a spreadsheet-based data-flow language that supports end-users with no expertise with complex transformational languages in performing data integration operations [Lagares Lemos et al. 2013]. DataSheets focuses on supporting the mapping of different web-services in a service composition environment. AMICO:CALC is a framework for supporting end-user spreadsheet-based service composition [Obrenović and Gašević 2008]. The authors of this framework identify and implement a set of requirements that enable spreadsheets to communicate with various services. Mashroom is an end-user mashup programming environment, which uses nested tables with visual mashup operators to offer a spreadsheet-like programming experience [Wang et al. 2009]. Kongdenfha et al. [2009] also present a tool for developing web mashups using a spreadsheet-like environment. This tool was implemented as a prototype that includes an Excel add-in and a backend server to execute mashups. MashSheet is another mashup tool that was implemented as an Excel plug-in [Hoang et al. 2010]. It uses an XML-based data model that extends the conventional spreadsheet data model to include complex data types. Vegemite targets end-user programming of mashups [Lin et al. 2009], by extending the CoScripter (Koala) web automation tool [Lilte et al. 2007]. It provides a spreadsheet-like editor in a web-browser environment.

The use of spreadsheets-like UIs in these approaches is definitely an advantage, since spreadsheets are familiar to many end-users and can support advanced features like formulas. Nonetheless, the jigsaw puzzle notation that we adopted in ViSiT could be familiar with a broader part of the end-user population and can be more suited for use on touch-screen devices.

2.1.3 IoT-Focused General Visual Programming Approaches. Several of the existing IoT-focused visual programming tools could potentially be used by non-programmers. The main aim of these approaches is providing a user-friendly way for programming IoT devices. Node-RED offers predefined blocks (nodes), which can be wired together using a browser-based environment in order to link devices and services. NETLab Toolkit (NTK) aims at supporting developers and other stakeholders, e.g., researchers and students, who would like to develop IoT applications. NTK offers a web-based authoring environment that can be used to wire box-shaped prebuilt components and configure them using various widgets such as: input fields, sliders, etc. There are approaches that target the development of applications for particular hardware platforms. For example, Scratch for Android, Ardublock, Modkit, and Sense [Kortuem et al. 2013] offer desktop authoring tools that support the programming of the Arduino platform.

These approaches share two strong qualities: support for visual programming and web-based authoring tools. These qualities are valuable for end-users since visual programming could offer much needed ease-of-use, and a web-based authoring tool can be accessed from a variety of devices. However, these approaches do not offer a

3 IBM Emerging Technologies, Node-RED: http://www.nodered.org
4 Philip van Allen, NETLab Toolkit: http://www.netlabtoolkit.org
5 Citilab, Scratch for Android (S4A): http://s4a.cat
6 He Qichen and David Li, Ardublock: http://sourceforge.net/projects/ardublock
7 Modkit LLC, Modkit: http://www.modkit.com
way for end-users to easily define transformations that link different devices and services. Some approaches support the ability to program new components, which could potentially be used to perform such a link. However, doing so requires coding, e.g., JavaScript in NTK, which might not be easy for non-programmers.

2.1.4 IoT-Focused End-User Development Approaches. Several approaches target end-user development particularly in an IoT context. Tasker\textsuperscript{8} gives end-users more control over Android devices by supporting the execution of tasks based on contexts (e.g., date, time, events, etc.). Tasker provides a visual list UI for end-users to define tasks and contexts. MakerSwarm\textsuperscript{9} provides end-users with a mobile application that allows them to connect different types of IoT devices. This product has been described as a roll of duct tape for the IoT as an analogy to how it connects a variety of devices together like duct tape glues everyday objects. With MakerSwarm, end-users can wire predefined components together to realize a variety of scenarios. Ambient Dynamix [Carlson et al. 2015] is another approach that is similar to MakerSwarm, in the sense that it acts as a middleware framework that can connect incompatible IoT devices by using plug-ins that can be dynamically installed on the user’s Android-based device. TeC is a framework that supports end-user development of applications for smart spaces [Sousa et al. 2011]. It provides an editor that allows end-users to associate actions that occur on certain devices with events on others. For example, when there is a fence-monitor alert make a phone call. MakerSwarm Ambient Dynamics and TeC offer a visual canvas onto which configurable nodes can be placed and connected using wires. IFTTT\textsuperscript{10} (If This Then That) is a service that supports the definition of connections between products and applications. IFTTT allows end-users to create chains of conditions called “Recipes”, which can be of two kinds “DO” and “IF”. The first type (DO) executes with the tap of a button and can perform actions like uploading photos to Facebook. The second type (IF) runs in the background and connects applications with “if this then that” statements. An example “IF” recipe is: “If I post a picture on Instagram, save it to Dropbox”. IFTTT provides a web UI for browsing and choosing the "this" and "that" parts.

These approaches demonstrate the importance of allowing end-users to connect IoT objects, without having to be totally dependent on IT experts. This point is significantly related to the general idea behind ViSiT. Despite their importance, these approaches are limited by the dependence on components that are preprogrammed by software developers to serve as a communication link between particular IoT devices and services. As the IoT grows, a wide variety of devices will be available from different vendors. Hence, it will be difficult to preprogram components that satisfy all possible combinations. Additionally, they do not focus on supporting transformations between source and target data. For example, although TeC supports the definition of data streams between devices, unlike ViSiT, it does not support transforming the source data to the expected format on the target. ViSiT aims at allowing end-users to conceive a wide variety of scenarios where IoT objects can work together, link these objects, and define transformations that allow them to communicate. This approach should significantly reduce the dependency on technical

\textsuperscript{8} Tasker: http://tasker.dinglisch.net
\textsuperscript{9} MAYA Design, MakerSwarm: http://www.makerswarm.com
\textsuperscript{10} IFTTT: https://ifttt.com/wtf
experts. Hence, end-users will not be compelled to wait for software companies to release new device-linking components. With ViSiT IT experts only have to specify a description of what an IoT object can do, e.g., actions and events. This description serves as an Application Programming Interface (API) that end-users can control by visually defining links and transformations. Nonetheless, it is also possible to use preprogrammed components with ViSiT.

2.1.5 IoT-Focused End-User Development Approaches for the Home. Several works focus on end-user development in a home environment. AppsGate supports the composition of condition statements that are similar to those of IFTTT while making the distinction between states and events as triggers, as well as between instantaneous, extended, and sustained actions [Coutaz and Crowley 2016]. The authors assessed AppsGate by deploying it in their own home in addition to conducting an experiment in the homes of five families. OSCAR is an application that allows end-users to monitor, connect, and configure devices in home media networks [Newman et al. 2008]. In terms of connecting devices, OSCAR’s interface allows end-users to connect a node to another one that is compatible with the provided input. For example, the output of a security camera can be displayed on a nearby screen. Pantagruel is a high-level visual language for programming home automation applications [Drey and Consel 2012]. This language allows end-users to place conditions on sensors and trigger an actuator when a condition is realized. For example, in case the weather is warm an alarm should be triggered.

These approaches provide interesting technological and empirical insights on end-user development in an IoT context. Yet, they do not support the specification and configuration of transformations that allow data to be exchanged among incompatible things and services.

Puzzle supports end-user development on mobile devices [Danado and Paternò 2012]. To provide end-users with an easy-to-use and familiar approach, the authors of Puzzle conducted a study that compared six different metaphors including: jigsaw, natural language, Lego, Meccano, bricks, and workflow [Danado and Paternò 2014]. End-users gave the jigsaw metaphor the highest ranking, with workflows ranking closely behind it. Puzzle focuses on supporting end-user development of applications that can control devices such as lamps. The use of the jigsaw puzzle metaphor to support end-user configuration of ubiquitous domestic environments was introduced in an earlier work [Humble et al. 2003]. The authors of that work used what they refer to as transformers to convert digital effects to physical ones and vice versa. They also provided an editor to support end-user composition of configuration scenarios using jigsaw puzzle pieces that represent a set of preconceived operations such as: GroceryAlarm, Reminder, SendSMS, etc.

We think that the jigsaw metaphor is quite promising for end-user development, primarily due to its familiarity and its suitability for touch-screen devices. Hence, we adopted this metaphor in ViSiT and adapted it for representing links and transformations primarily in an IoT setting.

2.2 Transformation Approaches
Model transformations are part of the backbone of model-driven software engineering. Existing model transformation languages and frameworks vary in terms of their capabilities. These approaches were not designed for end-users who are non-programmers, but target experienced software developers. This paper does not aim at
replacing these well-established approaches, but at allowing end-users to define basic transformations without requiring advanced technical knowledge. The state-of-the-art transformation approaches are assessed from this perspective.

An existing survey classifies and compares model transformation approaches [Czarnecki and Helsen 2003]. This survey uses two main classification categories: model-to-model and model-to-text (code or XML). In this section, we use a different classification that relates to whether a transformation approach is code-based or visual. Approaches falling under each of the two categories are assessed in terms of whether they could be suitable for end-users who are non-programmers.

2.2.1 Code-based Approaches. Some model transformation approaches rely on the definition of code-based rules for performing transformations.

PROGRES is an early effort for specifying graph-based transformations using an imperative code-based language [Schürr et al. 1995]. QVT¹ was created by the Object Management Group (OMG) as a standard set of languages for defining model transformations. Several transformation languages were created following the QVT standards [Gardner et al. 2003]. ATL is one notable example [Jouault et al. 2006], [Jouault and Kurtev 2006]. XSLT [Clark 1999], XQuery [Boag et al. 2002], and YATL [Cluet and Siméon 2000] are examples of query and transformation languages for XML. Some approaches target bidirectional transformations. One example is GRoundTran [Hidaka et al. 2011], which uses a language called UnQL+ that is based on the graph query language UnQL [Buneman et al. 2000]. Another example is BiFluX [Pacheco et al. 2014], which is inspired by the functional XML update language Flux [Cheney 2008]. SiTra tries to simplify the definition of model transformations by using Java, which is more familiar to programmers than transformation languages [Akehurst et al. 2006], [Bordbar et al. 2007].

Many of the existing code-based model transformation approaches are quite powerful. Yet, representing even simple transformations may require a significant amount of learning time, especially when complicated syntax is involved. This could be hard for stakeholders with limited or no software development skills. Hence, the learning curve could make these languages difficult to adopt by non-programmers. In comparison, the puzzle notation adopted by ViSiT could provide end-users with an easier way for defining transformations, and could have a lower learning curve than code-based approaches like the ones described in this section.

2.2.2 Visual Approaches. Some approaches provide visual programming support to help developers in defining model transformations.

AGG is a development environment, which supports the definition of graph-based imperative model transformations [Taentzer 2004]. AGG provides a tool containing a visual editor for AGG graphs, which uses a notation similar to UML object diagrams. GReAT [Agrawal et al. 2006] supports the representation of transformation rules with a visual flow notation, and can be used with the Generic Modeling Environment (GME) [Agrawal et al. 2002]. GReAT was inspired by several previous works [Bredenfeld and Camposano 1995], [Claus et al. 1979], and [Göttler 1992]. AToM3 uses graph grammars to achieve transformations for different situations including code generation and provides a tool for visually representing graphs [De Lara and

¹ OMG, QVT (Query/View/Transformation) 1.2: http://www.omg.org/spec/QVT/1.2

Vangheluwe 2002, p.3]. FUJABA is another tool that is dedicated for code generation [Nickel et al. 2000]. VIATRA is based on metamodeling and graph transformations [Csertán et al. 2002], [Bergmann et al. 2015]. It supports a UML notation using Visual and Precise Metamodeling (VPM) [Varró and Pataricza 2003], and the Viatra Textual Metamodeling (VTML) language [Balogh and Varró 2006]. Henshin provides a visual model transformation environment that supports the definition of rule-based Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) model transformations [Arendt et al. 2010]. Henshin’s visual syntax resembles UML class diagrams. MDELab’s story diagrams provide a notation based on UML collaboration and activity diagrams to define transformations and control flow [von Detten et al. 2012]. eMoflon supports the definition of transformation rules using a visual syntax that resembles UML class diagrams [Anjorin et al. 2011]. Yahoo Pipes and SQL-Server Integration Services provide visual notations for expressing data transformations, specifically targeting web data transformation and SQL-server data migration respectively.

Visual design languages could provide an increase in software productivity. The visual notations offered by model transformation approaches vary, but could be in general more technically challenging than the visual notations offered of end-user programming approaches. Some notations are less technical, e.g., Yahoo Pipes, but are domain specific. The visual notations offered by model transformation approaches, are generally similar to modeling languages such as UML. For example, some notations resemble UML object diagrams, class diagrams, activity diagrams, etc. Such notations could be hard to learn by end-users, since technical (modeling) knowledge is still required. In contrast, a visual metaphor such as the jigsaw puzzle (refer to Section 2.1) could be simpler and more familiar for end-users who are non-programmers. ViSiT provides end-users with a visual metaphor through which they can use some of the functionality offered by model transformation languages. Hence, it becomes possible to define a transformation, by dragging and dropping visual constructs that are easy to understand. In a previous work, we used the Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) for adapting model-driven UIs [Akiki et al. 2013b], [Akiki et al. 2014]. The underlying workflow implementation of ViSiT is based on our previous experience with WF, but ViSiT is more general purpose and has visual constructs for specifying model transformations.

3. VISIT: CONCEPTS, ARCHITECTURE, AND IMPLEMENTATION

As its name indicates, Visual Simple Transformations (ViSiT) is an approach for expressing model transformations in a visual manner. We define simplicity in terms of learnability and usability of the approach for non-programmers. This section presents class diagrams that embody the concepts behind ViSiT and explains the architecture that ties all its components together. Here we should emphasize that end-users do not have to work with the technicalities that are presented in the class diagrams, but would just use a visual metaphor to wire IoT objects and define transformations. The class diagrams used in this paper are represented using UML. For readers who are not familiar with this modelling language, the book “UML Distilled” [Fowler 2004] may serve as a useful reference. We also provide here a brief explanation that would help in reading the class diagrams presented in this paper. Our classes are connected using three different types of relationships: association,
composition, and inheritance. An association is represented as a line, a composition is represented as a line with a black diamond at the composing edge, and an inheritance is represented as a line with a white triangle pointing towards the base class. Multiplicity values, e.g., 1, 1..*, and 0..*, are placed on relationships to indicate the degree of participation. For example, a Thing has one ThingType and a ThingType can be allocated to many Things. Hence, the multiplicity of the association connecting these two classes is 1..* on the side of the Thing class and 1 on the side of the ThingType class.

3.1 Things and Services

As we mentioned in Section 1, it is difficult to predefine all the combinations between the large number and wide variety of objects in an IoT setting. Hence, having an approach that allows end-users to wire IoT objects together can spur creativity. The class diagram presented in Fig. 2 shows part of the concepts, which allow the realization of this approach. For the sake of simplicity and clarity, we have defined our own meta-models rather than using or adapting one from the literature. Existing works such as the IOT-A project [Bassi et al. 2013] proposed architectural models...
that have some of the same concepts, but also many others that are not relevant to the challenges addressed by ViSiT.

A *Thing* in an IoT setting can be any everyday item, which has been extended with computational intelligence and the ability to transfer data over a network. For example, a *Thing* can be an electronic device, a clothing item, a piece of furniture, etc. A *Thing* has a *Type*, e.g., refrigerator, lamp, chair, shoes, etc. It also has a *Brand* indicating the company that produced it. In an IoT setting, *Things* can communicate with each other, and can also communicate with online *Services*, e.g., shopping service, weather service, etc. A *Thing* raises *Events* and performs *Actions*. An *Event* is raised once a *Thing* needs to report an occurrence of a change. For example, an IoT device (*Thing*) that monitors the humidity level of a garden’s soil could raise an event called “HumidityDropped”. This *Event* would report that the humidity is lower than a certain threshold, and it would provide the current humidity as output data. An *Action* denotes a kind of activity that the *Thing* can perform. For example, a robot can have *Actions* such as: move, turn, stop, etc. These *Actions* receive input data (parameters) that indicate how they are performed.

*Services* are traditional web-services, which have *Methods* representing the types of activities that the *Service* performs. *Services* also provide *Notifications* to a client. Examples of a *Method* and a *Notification* from an online shopping service could be “PlaceOrder” and “DiscountOnItems” respectively. A *Service* has a *Type*, e.g., shopping, weather, etc. It also has a *Provider* indicating the company that offers the service.

*ObjectLinks* can be defined in order to wire *Things* and *Services*. These links can connect *Events* and *ServiceNotifications* to *Actions* and *ServiceMethods*. *ObjectLinks* operate in a way that is similar to event handlers in event-driven programming. Once *Things* and *Services* raise *Events* and *ServiceNotifications* respectively, an *ObjectLink* receives output data from either an *Event* or a *ServiceNotification* and passes it through a *Call* to either an *Action* or a *ServiceMethod*. In case a *ServiceCall* is made, the data is passed as a parameter to the target *ServiceMethod*. On the other hand, if a *ThingCall* is made, the data is passed as a parameter to the desired *Action*. A *Transformation* can be used to convert the data from the source’s format to the one expected by the target. It is also possible to specify a *CallCondition*, which restricts the call to specific situations. For example, a *Thing* could be reporting a temperature reading, which is being relayed to an SMS service that will report it to a recipient. An
example CallCondition in this case could specify that the SMS service should not be called unless the temperature is above a certain threshold. End-users can specify ObjectLinks, Transformations, and CallConditions using the jigsaw puzzle metaphor.

Assume that a Call fails due to the unavailability of a Thing or Service. End-users can decide whether or not they would like to be notified of such failures. If an end-user wishes to be notified, a Call (ThingCall or ServiceCall) can be associated with an ErrorNotification. This notification indicates whether the end-user should be notified through SMS, email, or both. The end-user receives a message stating the description of the Thing or Service that is currently unavailable. It is also possible to specify whether the end-user would like to receive a notification of success after the error is gone. If this option is specified, the end-user would receive a message the first time a successful Call is made after one or more errors occur due to the unavailability of an IoT object.

Consider the example that was previously presented in Fig. 1. The puzzle pieces that are placed on the sides of the ObjectLink, e.g., Fig. 1 – c, represent particular instances of Things and Services. For example, it is possible to have more than one refrigerator in a house. Hence, instead of labelling the puzzle piece “Refrigerator”, a more specific description would be used. The same concept applies to the shopping service in case similar services are available. End-users can simply look at a toolbox, read the descriptions of the available Things and Services, and pick the ones that they would like to use in a particular scenario. Since Transformations are defined for a link between a particular type and instance of a Thing and Service, it is possible to have multiple IoT objects with the same Event or Method names. For example, it is possible to have a refrigerator and cabinet both providing a “LowStock” event.

In the example presented in Fig. 1, the refrigerator is a Thing that raises an Event called “LowStock”. This event sends as output data the XML document shown in Fig. 1 – a. The shopping service is a Service that has a ServiceMethod called “PlaceOrder”. This method takes as a parameter the XML document shown in Fig. 1 – b. An ObjectLink, such as the one shown in Fig. 1 – c, is specified by the end-user to wire the “LowStock” event to the “PlaceOrder” method. The end-user defines a Transformation, as shown in Fig. 1 – d, to convert the data from the refrigerator’s format to the one expected by the shopping service.

The class diagram presented in Fig. 3 shows Events, Actions, ServiceMethods, and ServiceNotifications with attached DataSpecification and Documentation for their argument and output XML data. This information is provided by an IT expert. Having a schema as part of the DataSpecification is enough for the transformations to work. However, a sample model and Documentation provide the end-users with a lot of benefits since transformations become easier to create and test. Our system automatically generates a schema from the sample model (data). Additionally, end-users can test transformations on the sample source model and observe the extent to which the result resembles the target model.

The collection and property descriptions are presented to the end-users as an alternative to the technical names that make up the schema of the data being exchanged among IoT objects. For example, instead of presenting end-users with a collection called “POrder” that has a property called “ItemRef” it could be clearer to use the words “Purchase Order” and “Item Reference”. Furthermore, if examples are specified for properties, end-users would have a better understanding of what a property is meant to hold. As a basic example, displaying “e.g., B001” under the name of the “ItemRef” property, as shown in Fig. 1 – d, could clarify that this property is
meant to hold a text-based reference. Hence, by comparing examples, the end-users would be able to match a source property to its target counterpart with more ease.

If an explanation is specified for collections and properties, our support tool is able to present this explanation for helping end-users in understanding the domain concepts that they are transforming.

3.2 Transformation Concepts

The class diagram shown in Fig. 4 depicts the main concepts behind transformations defined using ViSiT in order to transform a source model to a target model.

ViSiT supports two types of Transformations: MToOneCollectionTransformation, and MToNCollectionTransformation. The word “collection” is used here to denote a group of related data elements. For example, the low-stock items shown in Fig. 1 – a can be considered as a collection. The first type transforms data from multiple (M) collections (groups of data) to one collection, while the second type transforms data from multiple collections (M) to multiple collections (N). Both types have one or more SourceTargetCollectionPair, which has the name(s) of the source collection(s) and the
name of the target collection. For example, the transformation shown in Fig. 1, is an \textit{MToOneCollectionTransformation} that converts the “LowStock” items collection to a “PurchaseOrder” items collection. The two types of transformations are implemented in a similar way with the jigsaw puzzle metaphor. The \textit{MtoN} transformation would just have more puzzle pieces. The underlying workflow implementation can handle both types of transformations, and it provides a different construct for each one. \textit{MToOneCollectionTransformation} can also be used as \textit{OneToOne}, because the latter is a subset of the first.

A \textit{Transformation} also defines \textit{PropertyMappings}, which indicate how the properties of a source collection are mapped to those of a target collection. A \textit{PropertyMapping} has the name of the target property and that of the target collection. It also has an \textit{Expression}, which indicates how the source property is mapped to the target property. An \textit{Expression} can be composed of a combination of different types of \textit{ExpressionParts}. A \textit{CollectionProperty} expression part indicates the name of a property in the source model that is going to be directly mapped to its counterpart in the target model or
used as part of the formula before it is mapped. An ArithmeticOperator is used when calculations are needed. An Expression can also contain fixed value parts (Number or Text). It is also possible to use Constructs that represent parts of a conditional structure (if, then, else, end) with Logical and Relational operators, when decisions are required before the mapping is performed. Developers can create custom Components to extend the supported Expression Parts, which are used by end-users when defining PropertyMappings. Such Components have a visual HTML-based part that is displayed in the end-user support tool. End-users will use this visual part to place the Component in the Expression and supply it with the required parameters. Developers provide support for the Component in the workflow through a code-based function or a visual construct. Hence, when the jigsaw puzzle transformation is converted to the underlying implementation, it is possible to map the custom puzzle Components to their workflow counterpart.

An example of an expression with multiple parts is shown in Fig. 1–d. Another example can be that of an IoT device transmitting a temperature in Celsius to a device that expects a temperature in Fahrenheit. In this example, the Expression would include a source CollectionProperty representing a temperature in Celsius, a multiplication ArithmeticOperator, a NumberValue of 1.8, an addition ArithmeticOperator, and another NumberValue of 32 (TemperatureInCelsius \times 1.8 + 32).

3.3 Architecture

The architecture depicted in Fig. 5 shows how IoT objects communicate with ViSiT's service in order to realize the links and transformations defined by the end-users. Stakeholders who are interested in implementing a system of connected IoT objects could use this architecture as a reference.

As a first step, IoT objects (Things and Services) are defined before end-users can start creating links and transformation. The definition of these objects includes the concepts discussed in Section 3.1, and can be performed by IT experts. The data that is supplied to the server when defining IoT objects, would include either a sample model (XML) or a schema definition (XSD) for the input and output data of Actions, Events, Service Methods, and Service Notifications. This data is needed in order to specify transformations from one model to another. Things can also be preprogrammed to report their data automatically to the server as shown in Fig. 5 (Step 3). The definition of Things and Services provides the server with information that can act as an Application Programming Interface (API) for these objects. It is possible to obtain some of this API data through an existing initiative called Hypercat\footnote{Hypercat: http://www.hypercat.io}, which supports the discovery of information about IoT objects over the web. After the preliminary information is entered into the system, end-users can start defining links and transformations to realize scenarios that they conceived. The differences between our approach and other approaches, e.g., MakerSwarm (refer to Section 2.1), which use preprogrammed linking components is the lower dependency on IT experts. Hence, instead of relying on IT experts to realize the large number of linking combinations between IoT objects, these experts can just define the characteristics of each object once, and the rest is left to end-users. As mentioned above, this approach could spur the imagination of end-users since they are the primary stakeholders in the IoT objects.
When a new Thing is introduced, if it is not already defined, it can send its data (actions, events, etc.) to the server's NewThingListener component, which will store this data in a database. Currently, this component listens to requests from Things that wish to identify themselves to the system. Hence, it is the Things' responsibility to initiate the request. In the future, we can extend this component with the ability to dynamically discover new Things in the surrounding environment, e.g., through WiFi or Bluetooth. At that point other factors, e.g., security, which are out of the scope of this paper would be addressed. Since this component might be hosted on a remote server, it could collaborate with a component that is deployed on a mobile device within the proximity of the Thing in order to support automatic discovery.

The EventListener checks for events that are raised by a Thing. It also relays the output data (XML) of events to the CallManager, which makes the appropriate call to either a Thing (action) or a Service (method) based on what the end-user has specified in the link. Before making a call, the CallManager triggers the TransformationManager in order to transform the source data to the format expected by the target as specified by the end-user in a transformation. The NotificationListener listens to notifications from services and relays the data to the CallManager. A database is used on the server to manage Things, Services, and Transformations.

3.4 Implementation: Why Puzzle and Workflows?

As we previously demonstrated by the example in Fig. 1, ViSiT uses a jigsaw puzzle metaphor (based on [Danado and Paternò 2014] and [Humble et al. 2003]) for supporting end-user development of transformations. The underlying executable implementation of the transformations is based on the Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) [Bruce Bukovics 2010], which is a visual framework for expressing executable workflows (similar to BPEL [Jordan et al. 2007]).

As we previously mentioned, the jigsaw puzzle metaphor is used in ViSiT by end-users to define transformations and links between IoT objects. This metaphor was chosen for several reasons including its appeal to end-users as shown by a study that compared it with other metaphors (refer to Puzzle in Section 2.1). Furthermore, we use the jigsaw puzzle metaphor to represent transformations of one property to another in a way that resembles mathematical equations. Hence, as shown in Fig. 1 – d, each target collection property is represented as a left-hand side variable of an equation. An equality operator is shown on the right edge of the puzzle piece. On the right-hand side of the equation, end-users can use jigsaw puzzle pieces as building blocks to compose expressions that indicate what the value of the target property is going to be. This paradigm is similar to the Siftables, which are small smart physical blocks with a screen [Merrill et al. 2007]. The Siftables allow end-users to define solutions by aligning the small building blocks next to each other. Siftables can be used, for example, to teach math to children by allowing them to align blocks that represent numbers and arithmetic operators. Hence, this formula-like paradigm is easily understood by end-users. A main advantage of the jigsaw metaphor lies in its affordance. The principle of affordance is what allows people to know how to use an object [Sharp et al. 2007] (p. 29). With a shape that has input and output edges, the jigsaw puzzle pieces can indicate to the end-users where each piece could fit.

The Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) was chosen as ViSiT's underlying technology for several reasons. First, it supports the composition of workflows at runtime. Hence, it is possible to convert the transformation defined by the end-users as a jigsaw puzzle to an executable workflow. Second, WF workflows can be saved...
using an XML-based format that can be loaded and executed when needed. Finally, WF workflows can be extended with custom constructs, a feature that we used to define two constructs that represent \textit{MToOne} and \textit{MToN} collection transformations (refer to Section 3.2). Some existing approaches define model transformations using templates, which are formed of a series of statements (e.g., [Ma et al. 2012]). In ViSiT, visual constructs in the jigsaw puzzle and in the workflow act like a parameterizable template that can be obtained from a toolbox and used to compose transformations.

4. CREATING AND EXECUTING TRANSFORMATIONS USING VISIT
The web-service shown as part of the architecture in Fig. 5 comprises the process of creating and executing transformations. This web-service hides much of the complexity from the end-user, and makes it possible to compose transformations using the jigsaw puzzle metaphor.

4.1 Creating Transformations
End-users can use a dedicated tool to create transformations with the jigsaw puzzle metaphor. After an end-user saves a jigsaw puzzle transformation, the authoring tool calls the web-service to create an executable workflow transformation. The process that is performed by the web-service to create this transformation has four main steps that are shown in Fig. 6.
First, an end-user’s jigsaw puzzle specification is validated in order to check for human errors. This validation involves several steps including checking the ordering of the formula parts, and checking for target properties that were not assigned. In case errors were detected, the transformation creation process is stopped, and the errors are reported back to the tool in order to notify the end-user. If non-critical points, e.g., missing expression for a non-mandatory target property, were detected the end-users are simply notified with a warning.

Second, the workflow is generated. Either sample models or XSDs can be provided. If the input and output data (source and target models) of the IoT objects was defined using sample models, then these models are loaded from the database as XML documents and an XML Schema Definition (XSD) is automatically generated based on them. If XSDs were provided from the beginning, then this conversion is skipped. Based on the XSD, C# classes are generated and compiled on-the-fly to generate a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) containing object-oriented (OO) definitions of both the source and the target models. Then, an empty ViSiT workflow is created and the DLL is attached to it. This workflow can manipulate the objects representing the models. We should note that although C# and Windows Workflow (WF) are used, ViSiT is technology independent since the transformations can be triggered by calling a web-service from any programming language, as illustrated by the architecture in Fig. 5.

Third, after the DLL is attached to the ViSiT workflow, two variables representing the compiled source and target model classes are declared inside it. These variables can be accessed by any of the constructs that are added to the workflow in order to perform the transformation. Then, the service automatically converts the jigsaw puzzle elements, which were defined by the end-users, into transformation constructs inside the workflow. The puzzle elements are transferred to the service as an XML document. The constructs are dynamically added to the workflow using the WF libraries in C#. The conversion starts by selecting the appropriate transformation constructs and assigning the source and target collection names after analyzing the XML representation of the puzzle pieces to see if the end-user selected an $MToOne$ or an $MToN$ transformation. Then, conditions such as sorting and filtering are converted to their textual counterparts and assigned to their relevant fields in the workflow. Afterwards, the names of the target properties are listed in the workflow. Finally, the expressions that assign values to the target properties are parsed, converted to their textual counterparts, and assigned to their respective fields in the workflow. Upon parsing expressions represented in the puzzle transformation, the system determines which workflow functions to use, e.g., list, Get, GetFA, etc. When
the workflow is executed, its constructs transform the source model to the target model. Finally, the complete workflow definition is saved to a database.

4.2 Executing Transformations

Once a ViSiT workflow is defined and stored in the database, it can be loaded and executed against any model conforming to the schema of the source model that was initially provided when defining the transformation.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, all that is required for executing a ViSiT workflow is passing two parameters to the web-service: the identifier number (ID#) of the workflow (transformation), and the source model that needs transformation. The web-service will then invoke server-side components, which will load the appropriate workflow from the database, pass it an object-oriented (OO) representation of the source model, and execute it. Once the workflow is executed, the constructs inside it will transform the OO source model to an OO target model. Finally, the OO target model is converted to an XML representation and transmitted back to the caller. Workflows can be executed using the support tool for testing purposes, or through the Transformation Manager component (refer to Fig. 5) to transform a source model to a target model.

5. TOOL SUPPORT

This work primarily targets end-users; hence a tool was developed to support end-users in wiring IoT objects and defining transformations. Nonetheless, developers are supported with their own IDE-style tool that allows them to define transformations visually using workflows. This section presents and discusses both tools. The process
of specifying links and transformations using ViSiT’s supporting tools can be viewed online in a demonstration video\textsuperscript{14}.

### 5.1 Tool for End-Users

The primary aim of the end-users’ support tool is allowing non-programmers to link IoT objects and define transformations in a simple manner. This tool is web-based and was developed using HTML, JavaScript, and CSS, to make ViSiT accessible to end-users on a wider variety of devices and platforms. The tool provides end-users with a canvas that is based on the HTML 5 canvas and the Paper.js\textsuperscript{15} open-source vector graphics scripting framework.

#### 5.1.1 Defining Links and Transformations

Consider an example where an end-user would like to connect a refrigerator to a shopping service as previously shown in Fig. 1. First, the end-user would define a link that connects an event from the refrigerator to one of the shopping service’s methods (Fig. 1 – c). As shown in Fig. 8 –

---

\textsuperscript{14} ViSiT’s Tool Support: http://bit.ly/ViSiT

\textsuperscript{15} Jürg Lehni & Jonathan Puckey, Paper.js: http://paperjs.org
a, the end-user can click on the things and services to view their related events and actions, and notifications and methods respectively. Then, the puzzle pieces can be dragged onto the canvas to compose the link (Fig. 8 – b). Finally, the end-user can click on the puzzle piece representing the link to start defining the transformation that is going to convert the data sent by the event or service-notification to the data expected by the action or service-method (Fig. 8 – c).

The UI that can be used to define transformations is shown in Fig. 9. In the refrigerator and shopping service example, the target collection is called “Purchase Order” and its properties are called “ItemRef” and “Qty”. This collection and its properties would have been predefined by an IT expert, as indicated in Fig. 5, for the shopping service’s “PlaceOrder” method. Hence, as shown in Fig. 9 – f, the target collection and properties are automatically obtained by the tool from this predefined data and are displayed on the left-hand side of the canvas. The properties are shown underneath their respective collection. The target collections are given folder icons, because end-users are usually familiar with a folder being a concept that groups items under it. In case there is one target collection, a single collection puzzle piece is shown. Otherwise, several collection puzzle pieces are shown, each with its properties underneath it. Each of the puzzle pieces representing a target property has an equality sign on its right edge, thereby making each property assignment resemble an equation. This sign could provide better affordance to the end-users by indicating that other puzzle pieces have to be placed on the right hand-side of the equation. Both source and target properties show an example under the property name. These examples are retrieved from the documentation that can be specified for Things and Services (refer to Section 3.1 and Fig. 3). Showing such examples could make the purpose of each property clearer for end-users who might not be domain experts.

To assign a value to a target property, end-users can compose an expression on the right-hand side of each equation. This composition can be done by dragging expression parts, represented as puzzle pieces, from the toolbox shown in Fig. 9 – j and dropping them onto the canvas. Expression parts are presented in the same way in the toolbox and on the canvas to help end-users in identifying what part they are dragging. Once a puzzle piece is dragged and placed next to another, it automatically snaps into place if the puzzle pieces fit otherwise the new piece is placed apart.

The expression parts (puzzle pieces) that are shown in Fig. 9 – j are automatically presented to the end-users who are not expected to extend these parts but simply use them. Expression parts that represent constructs and operators are predefined in the system. On the other hand, the expression parts that represent properties are generated based on the data specification of the events and actions of things and the methods and notifications of services (refer to Fig. 3). Data specifications are made by IT experts when defining things and services (refer to Fig. 5 – Step 1). The tool determines which things and services are involved based on the link that was specified by the end-user prior to specifying the transformation as shown in Fig. 8.

5.1.2 Validating and Testing Transformations. The tool supports direct validation when the end-user is composing expressions. If the pieces fit but there is an illogical ordering of pieces, the new piece is placed apart and a message is displayed to explain the reason. For example, as shown in Fig. 11, the tool prevents end-users from placing an “if” condition expression part directly after another and issues a warning that this operation is not possible. The end-user can then close the message and continue composing the expression. Following this simple puzzle composition
style helps in making transformation development, an activity usually performed by programmers, within the reach of end-users. Once the end-users are done working, they can save the transaction to the server (Fig. 9 – a). Additional validation is conducted upon saving, and a warning message is shown to the end-user indicating detected problems that need to be fixed before the transformation is saved. For example, when there is an “if/else” statement that will always yield the same value the end-user is notified to modify the expression. The tool will show a success message once the transformation is saved and there are no more validation errors.

We should note that our system does not entirely prevent end-users from making mistakes, but it can react to these mistakes using validation as previously described.

The end-users can test a transformation by running it (Fig. 9 – b) on the sample source model in case it was provided (refer to Section 3.1 and Fig. 3). Upon running
the transformation, the source data and the result are shown in a default visualization. This visualization, shown in Fig. 12 – a, simply displays the data in grids that allow the end-users to visually compare the source to the result. It is also possible for the end-user to edit the source data, as shown in Fig. 12 – c, in order to try the transformation with different inputs. Software developers can create their own visualizations, such as the ones shown in Fig. 12 – b, using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, and deploy them alongside the data specifications that they define (refer to Fig. 3). These custom visualizations could provide end-users with a more tailored way of observing the transformation results.

5.1.3 Other Features. The tool allows zooming the canvas to support a better view on different screen sizes (Fig. 9 – d). In case the collections and properties do not fit on the screen, it is possible to drag the canvas in order to scroll to the hidden parts. Dragging can be done by clicking on the canvas and moving it around (Fig. 9 – h). Adopting dragging instead of a scrollbar could make it easier to use the tool on touchscreen devices.

The expression parts in the toolbox can be filtered by category (Fig. 9 – i). When an expression part is added to the canvas, it can be removed by clicking on the close ("X") icon in its top right corner (Fig. 9 – g). As shown in Fig. 9, expression parts are color-coded to make their type easier to identify. In Fig. 9, the canvas shows gridlines that allow the end-users to easily position the jigsaw puzzle pieces. It is possible to hide these gridlines by clicking on the button shown in Fig. 9 – c.

The end-users can request an explanation of a puzzle piece by clicking on the help button shown in Fig. 9 – e and then clicking on the puzzle piece itself. A callout that contains help information, such as the one shown in Fig. 10, will then be displayed above the puzzle piece. This type of contextual help could provide end-users with a quick way of learning about ViSiT, while using the tool.

5.1.4 Cognitive Dimensions. Recommendations from the “cognitive dimensions” framework [Green and Petre 1996] were taken into consideration when thinking about using the jigsaw puzzle metaphor as ViSiT’s visual notation. The way these recommendations have been taken into consideration is summarized as follows. Composing transformations with ViSiT is consistent due to the nature of the jigsaw puzzle metaphor. Hence, once the end-users learn the basics about composing expressions, the rest should not be hard to infer. Concerning diffuseness, when composing expressions each meaning is denoted by one puzzle piece that has a color, icon, and description. ViSiT’s visual notation is terse (compact) enough to effectively represent the mapping of several properties on the screen. The visibility of the transformations can be improved by making the puzzle pieces smaller in order to make a larger portion of a transformation visible on the screen. The size of each puzzle piece can be reduced to a size that is comparable to that of constructs of visual languages such as Scratch [Maloney et al. 2010] and TouchDevelop [Athreya et al. 2012]. However, we tried to maintain certain proportions that will make a puzzle piece easy to drag on hand-held devices. Nonetheless, a transformation can be zoomed out to make a bigger part of it fit on the screen. It is possible to use the end-users’ support tool in order to perform a progressive evaluation by running the transformation even if it is not fully complete. Hence, end-users would be able to evaluate their own progress at frequent intervals. The only constraint in this case is to complete the expressions that have already been started, but it is not mandatory.
to compose all expressions before testing. We can consider that the adopted visual notation has a low \textit{viscosity}, because little effort is required to change an expression. Expression parts can be simply deleted by clicking on the close ("X") icon in their top right corner, and then these parts can be replaced by dragging other parts from the toolbox. In terms of the \textit{abstraction gradient}, we can say that ViSiT is \textit{abstraction-tolerant} because expressions can be composed using the provided expression parts such as constructs and operators. Nonetheless, additional components can be added to extend these expression parts with new abstractions (\textit{Component} in Fig. 4). The end-users do not have to make a \textit{premature commitment} in terms of the target property for which they start composing an expression. The target properties are listed underneath each other on the left-hand side of the canvas. However, the end-users can start composing expressions for any property they wish. Furthermore, since the tool divides the canvas into blocks with the target properties placed on one side, as seen in Fig. 9, the end-users do not have to look ahead in order to avoid possible “visual spaghetti” as might happen with line and box notations. The way the jigsaw puzzle notation is used in ViSiT does not impose \textit{hard mental operations} on the end-user. This notation does not use complex conditionals that are connected together by lines. Each target property has one expression that maps one or more source properties to it. Hence, this eliminates complex search paths that could cause the end-users to move their fingers over the screen to try and follow the logic. \textit{Hidden dependencies} are not a problem in ViSiT’s notation as it does not have hidden formulas that link components such as the ones present in spreadsheet applications or GOTO statements that are usually present in code-based programming languages. All the expression parts that form a transformation are visually presented to the end-user. The visual jigsaw puzzle notation used by ViSiT makes it less \textit{error prone} than code-based languages that have a complex syntax with delimiters and separators that can cause end-user error slips. This notation also provides the desired \textit{closeness of mapping}, in the sense that the end-users do not have to do a lot of “programming games” in order to define a transformation. Each expression simply has the target property on the left-hand side with an equality sign that indicates to the end-users that they can compose an expression on the right-hand side out of puzzle pieces. In terms of \textit{role expressiveness}, answering what a certain puzzle piece is for can be done by selecting it and clicking on a help button in order to get a descriptive messages such as the one shown in Fig. 10. Although no \textit{secondary notation} is provided for adding comments, the help messages alongside the examples that are placed under the names of properties can aid the end-users in knowing what each part of the transformation is meant to do. Another point that could improve the end-users’ understanding is that the notation follows the same style of expression composition, whereby each source property is mapped to a target property using an inline expression.

\textbf{5.2 Tool for Developers}

Developers can also define and execute transformations using their own tool, which provides an IDE-style UI that they are usually familiar with. The tool we created for developers supports the design of transformations using workflows that are based on the Windows Workflow Foundation, which is the underlying implementation of ViSiT.

This tool was added to our IDE Cedar Studio [Akiki et al. 2013a] and is shown in Fig. 13. It hosts the Windows Workflow Foundation design component, and offers a
toolbox with a set of basic programming constructs, e.g., if conditions, loops, etc., in addition to transformation-specific constructs such as the one illustrated in Fig. 1 – e.

In order to define a new transformation in Cedar Studio, developers can click on the “New Model Transformation” menu item. Upon doing so, they will be prompted to select sample source and target models represented as XML. These models do not have to be the final ones, but they merely serve as a template for generating an object-oriented (OO) representation. It is possible to supply XSD files instead. ViSiT uses an OO representation of the source and target models, because it can be simpler to work with than an XML document. For example, the developer could simply reference a collection by using its name, e.g., “PurchaseOrder”. On the other hand, with XML, a language like XPath is needed to select all nodes of a certain type.

An example ViSiT workflow is illustrated inside Cedar Studio in Fig. 13. We can observe the toolbox in Fig. 13 – a, containing the visual constructs that are used to compose a model transformation. Constructs are dragged from the toolbox and dropped onto the canvas shown in Fig. 13 – b. The properties, e.g., parameters, of these constructs are edited either directly on the canvas, or through a property-box (Fig. 13 – c). Eventually, the workflow is saved to a database.

6. WHAT KINDS OF TRANSFORMATIONS CAN BE REALIZED USING VISIT?

We used ViSiT to develop transformations based on examples that were realized by existing model transformation languages. Although these examples are not related to an IoT setting, our aim in this section is to highlight further the possibility of using ViSiT for realizing a variety of scenarios while providing the simplicity required by end-users. The specification is shown in both the jigsaw puzzle notation that is used
by end-users and the underlying workflow notation that is automatically generated (can be also used by programmers if they wish).

The examples were chosen from the ATL Zoo\textsuperscript{16} due to their implementation in ATL, which is a well-established transformation language that is popular in the literature. We should restate that we are not claiming that ViSiT is a replacement for well-established model transformation languages. Hence, the demonstration of a ViSiT solution for these examples is not a direct comparison to transformation

\textsuperscript{16} ATL Zoo: http://www.eclipse.org/atl/documentation/basicExamples_Patterns
languages that are code-based such as ATL or to those that offer a technical visual notation such as Henshin. It is rather a way of showing that ViSiT offers some of the capabilities of these languages, which can be leveraged by end-users through a visual notation that is simple for them to use. Please note that the names of the examples and those of the elements on the source and target models were used as they were defined by the ATL Zoo, in order to make it easier for the readers to refer back to that source if necessary.

6.1 Families to Persons Example

One of the ATL Zoo examples that we implemented is demonstrated in Fig. 14. This example requires the transformation of a group of families into a list of persons. The source and target models are shown in Fig. 14 – a, and Fig. 14 – b respectively. We can see that the source model has a number of families each having one father, one mother, and several daughters and sons. However, the target model is based on a different meta-model, which has a list of males and females. The father and sons of each family in the source model should be transformed to males on the target model, while the mother and daughters should be transformed to females. This is an example of an $MToNCollectionTransformation$ (refer to Section 3.2).

As shown on ATL Zoo, the sought-after transformation can be defined by writing 42 lines of ATL code. On the other hand, if we use ViSiT, end-users can achieve the same result by using the visual puzzle pieces shown in Fig. 14 – c. We can see that in this example there are two target collections: “Female” and “Male”. Each of these target collections has two source collections. Hence, “Female” and “Male” are placed on the left-hand side of “mother” and “daughters” and “father” and “sons” respectively. Underneath the collections the “firstName” and “lastName” source properties are mapped to the “fullName” target property with a space separating them. It is possible in this case to add the target collections directly above each other, because the target properties in both collections are the same. If this was not the case, then the collections would have been placed separately. This is an example of an $MToOneCollectionTransformation$ (refer to Section 3.2).

The jigsaw puzzle representation is converted to the workflow transformation constructs shown in Fig. 14 – d. We can see that this construct has a data-grid for mapping the source and target collections. The source collections “mother”, “daughters”, “father”, and “sons” are mapped to the target collections “Male” and “Female”. This construct also has a data-grid containing the names of the properties in the target collection and their values. The field for assigning the properties’ values supports expressions. For example, the value for the “fullName” property is the “firstName” from the family member tag and the “familyName” from the family tag separated by a space. Two methods can be used to retrieve the values. The first method is called “Get”, and can retrieve a value directly from the object being transformed such as: father, mother, son, and daughter. The second method is called “GetFA”, which stands for “get from ancestor”. This method retrieves a value from an ancestor object of the element being transformed, which in this example is “family”. It searches first in the immediate ancestor and moves upwards in case the property was not found. The power of the “GetFA” method lies in eliminating the need to write a separate helper, which retrieves the “familyName” from the family tag. In other cases where more values have to be retrieved from ancestor tags, it is possible to simply call “GetFA” with a different parameter.
6.2 Tree to List Example

In this example, the source model shown in Fig. 15 – a, has a tree structure that should be transformed to a target model that has a list structure as shown in Fig. 15 – b.

Each child inside the tree structure of the source model can be either a “node” that has children or a “leaf” with no children. Each child has a name and can have a size, e.g., big, medium, etc. The required transformation should convert the leaf children of the source model’s tree structure to elements inside the list structure of the target model. The names have to be mapped as they are. However, the elements inside the target model must be sorted by the values of the tree children’s size property.
The visual construct illustrated in Fig. 15–d realizes this transformation, which takes 35 lines of code to define with ATL. With ViSiT, end-users can achieve the same result by adding the visual puzzle pieces shown in Fig. 15–c. In this example, mapping the source and target properties is relatively straight-forward. We only need to set the name of a list element to the name of its relevant tree child. Since there is only one source collection, it is not necessary to specify it next to the target collection as was done in the Families to Persons example (refer to Section 6.1). The tree-to-list example portrays the use of two additional constructs, namely Filter and Sort. The puzzle pieces representing these constructs are placed above the collection and property mappings. The “Filter” construct is used to filter-out the source collection elements that should be transformed to the target collection. In this case, the filter has a condition on the “type” field to indicate that only the “Leaf” elements should be transformed. Hence, the tree children of type “Node” will not be converted to elements on the target model, but will be simply used to get their children that are of type “leaf”. The “Sort” construct can order the outcome of the transformation by one or more properties. In this case, the result is sorted by the “size” property from “large” to “small”. End-users can specify the field(s) on which the sorting should be done and follow it with values, which can be entered using the TextValue construct. ViSiT supports three types of sorting on one or more properties: ascending (asc), descending (desc), and list. The type “list” indicates that the collection should be sorted based on the order of values in a predefined list. In this example, the list has the possible values of the “size” property of a tree child including: “big”, “medium” and “small”. Sorting by specific properties in ascending and descending order can be specified by placing puzzle pieces that represent “asc” and “desc” after the relevant properties.

In the tree-to-list example, the jigsaw puzzle transformation is converted to an M to One workflow transformation construct, because there is only one target collection. The source collection is specified to be “children”. The internal implementation of the construct will automatically work recursively to get the nested collections of children. The target collection is specified to be the “elements” in the target model. Hence, for each child in the source model an element will be created in the target model. We can see that the condition “type=Leaf” is specified in the condition field. The sorting expression is specified in the “Order By” field. As was done with the previous example, the property/values data-grid is used to indicate the mapping of the source properties to their target counterparts. The value of the “name” target property is Get(“name”), which indicates that the value should be obtained directly from the “name” source property of the tree children.

7. TECHNICAL EVALUATION

In this evaluation, we defined transformations and measured ViSiT’s efficiency and scalability. We also created an application to demonstrate ViSiT’s viability using a real-world scenario.

7.1 Efficiency and Scalability Evaluation

We tested ViSiT’s efficiency and scalability using the transformations that were developed to realize three examples. Two of these examples, namely families-to-persons and tree-to-list, were discussed in Section 6. The third example, purchase-order-to-sales-order, was developed to test whether ViSiT can be applied outside the IoT domain. We did not include the details of the third example, because it is outside
the scope of this paper. The tests were done using models varying in size and complexity, and the results demonstrated that ViSiT is efficient and scalable.

The tests were conducted on a computer with an Intel Core i5 2.5GHz CPU, and 4 GB of RAM. Information describing the source models, which were used in these tests, is provided in Table I. We used five different input models for each of the tested examples. To make these different input models comparable on one graph, we used the number of domain objects as a size benchmark. The smallest model has 500 domain objects such as: family, tree child, and purchase order. In some examples these objects also have children such as: family members, purchase order items, etc. Hence, the number of XML tags and file size of each model are also stated in Table I to give a clearer indication about the size of the models that were used. The largest model has 4500 domain objects. The main model sizes are: small (500), medium (1500), and large (4500), with intermediate sizes of 750 and 2250 domain objects between small and medium, and medium and large respectively. The information on the two models containing 750 and 2250 domain objects is not shown in Table I in order to make it more legible. The use of these different sizes allowed us to show that ViSiT is not only efficient but is also scalable.

The results of the tests are illustrated by the chart in Fig. 16. The fitting curves show that the execution times are polynomial of the 3rd order with $R^2$ ranging between 0.997 and 0.999. Each transformation took between 2 and 12 seconds to be executed. ViSiT is not aimed at transforming large-scale data sources such as databases, all at once, but it is more intended for converting small models one at a time. Hence, we deem its efficiency to be acceptable considering the models in reality will be smaller in size than the “small” models, which were used in this test. So every individual transformation, e.g., refrigerator low-stock items to shopping service purchase order (refer to Fig. 1), would generally not take more than a few milliseconds. Nonetheless, in the future, we aim at improving ViSiT’s efficiency by tuning our algorithms further, in order to obtain an execution time that does not exceed a few milliseconds with the “small” models used in this test.

### 7.2 Application

This paper presented examples on how IoT devices communicate in the background after an end-user defines a link and a transformation using ViSiT. One example was related to a refrigerator that automatically orders low-stock items from a shopping service (refer to Section 1.2). It is also possible to use ViSiT for applications that require more direct control by the end-user. In this section, we present an example application that involves controlling a Lego Mindstorms robot with an Xbox controller.

We constructed the robot shown in Fig. 17 – a using the Lego Mindstorms robotics kit. The basic capabilities of this robot include moving around and shooting plastic pellets with the help of three motors. It has left and right motors for movement and a third motor for shooting. The Xbox controller shown in Fig. 17 – c was not initially intended for controlling this particular robot and can transmit a movement pattern (forward, backward, left, and right) and a set of actions (buttons A, B, X, and Y). The Xbox controller can transmit data to a PC using the Bluetooth adapter shown in Fig. 17 – b. The Lego Mindstorms robot can also be controlled by deploying a software to it or by passing it commands through a Bluetooth connection.

This example application is particular, because the devices (controller and robot) cannot communicate with web-services themselves. Hence, intermediary applications that communicate with the devices through Bluetooth were used for communicating with ViSiT’s web-service and relaying commands between the controller and the robot. We can see in Fig. 17 that a desktop application that receives commands from the Xbox controller can report an event to the ViSiT web-service. Another application, which can be desktop or mobile based, receives a notification from the web-service and reports the commands to the robot. Different configurations are also possible. Assume that certain IoT objects were capable of communicating with web-services, e.g., through a Raspberry Pi, there would be no need for the intermediary applications. Also, in this example, if the web-service was hosted on a machine that had Bluetooth access to the devices, e.g., in a home environment, the communication with the devices could happen directly through that machine.

We can see in Fig. 18 the ViSiT transformation that is needed to convert some of the commands supplied by the Xbox controller into motor power values, which will make the Lego Mindstorms robot function. This transformation is executed by the service to make the data sent by the controller compatible with the data expected by the robot. We can see in Fig. 18 that this example introduces a custom component (refer to Section 3.2) for converting the movement data sent by the Xbox controller to
left and right motor powers that the robot expects. Primitive constructs, such as “if, then, else”, could have also been used in this case instead of the custom component.

This example demonstrates a practical application of how different objects, which were not intended to work together can be linked using ViSiT. The ever-growing diversity and abundance of IoT objects coupled with end-user imagination and the support of ViSiT could make many of these kinds of applications easily realizable.
8. USABILITY EVALUATION

This study focuses on evaluating the usability of ViSiT’s jigsaw puzzle notation and its end-user support tool with participants who have no prior software development experience. We recruited 30 participants through Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)\textsuperscript{17}. The mean time spent by the participants on this study is 15 minutes and 27 seconds. A summary of their demographic information is shown in Fig. 19. This information was collected by asking the participants to answer a questionnaire before starting the study. They were asked about their computer literacy level using a set of eight questions, which were taken from an existing computer literacy test [Kay 1993]. The participants were also asked to state whether or not they had any prior software development experience either using a programming language such as C# or Java, or using an end-user development environment like Scratch. This information allowed us to restrict our participants to those who do not have any significant prior software development experience. Before starting the study, the participants were given an explanation about its purpose. This explanation demonstrated a few examples that showed how to compose transformations related to IoT scenarios using ViSiT’s jigsaw puzzle constructs.

\textsuperscript{17} Amazon Mechanical Turk: https://www.mturk.com

Fig. 19. Demographic Information of the Usability Study Participants

---

*Females 35%, Males 65%*
a) Trashcan Orders from Shopping Service
Consider that your trashcan is smart and can report items that are thrown in it. You would like to connect this trashcan to an online shopping service, so that when an item is thrown a new one is ordered automatically. The service expects an “ItemRef” and a “Qty”, and the trashcan sends a “Code” and a “Quantity”.

b) Armband Controls Drone
Consider that you would like to control a drone with an electronic armband. The drone expects a “Speed” and a “Direction” as inputs, and the armband provides the same parameters as an output. However, you have to multiply by 2 the speed that the armband sends before passing it to the drone.

c) Blood Pressure Monitor Changes Color of a Lightbulb
Consider that you would like to link a blood pressure monitor to a lightbulb. If your blood pressure increases more than 1.5 (120/80) the light would turn red otherwise its color would be white. This behavior is achieved by checking the “Blood Pressure” reported by the monitor before assigning a “Color” to the lightbulb.

8.1 Study Design
The participants were presented with the three scenarios described in Fig. 20. They were asked to realize these scenarios by defining transformations using ViSiT’s end-user support tool (refer to Section 5.1). After completing the tasks, the participants were asked to offer their perception of ViSiT’s usability and learnability by answering some rating questions. They were also asked to propose, if possible, scenarios from their everyday lives where they think that ViSiT could be useful. Such scenarios give
an indication about the creativity that end-users may exhibit if they were empowered by ViSiT to wire IoT objects together.

The transformations that the participants defined were recorded in addition to the time taken to define each one. Recording this information allowed us to check the extent to which the participants were actually able to use ViSiT and compare that to the feedback that they gave by answering the questionnaire. We observed the percentage of the scenarios the participants were able to complete and the amount of time it took them to finish.

For measuring the participants’ perceived usability, we used the System Usability Scale (SUS) [Brooke 1996] and the Product Reaction Cards (PRCs) [Benedek and Miner 2002]. By asking participants to answer the SUS questionnaire, we can quantitatively measure their perceived usability. SUS is complemented by the PRCs that allow participants to select from a predefined set of terms the ones they think are best fit to describe the system. The participants were given from the original 118 terms a subset that included the following 12 positive and 12 negative terms:

—Positive: Clear, Creative, Easy to use, Empowering, Effective, Familiar, Friendly, Fun, Stimulating, Straight Forward, Useful, Valuable.

—Negative: Annoying, Complex, Confusing, Difficult, Dull, Fragile, Frustrating, Hard to Use, Ineffective, Not Valuable, Overwhelming, Too Technical

Six learning barriers in end-user programming systems were identified by prior work [Ko et al. 2004]. The participants of our study were asked questions to see to what extent they thought these barriers existed in ViSiT and its supporting tool. The answers provide an indication of whether the participants perceived ViSiT and its supporting tool to be learnable or not.

8.2 Measures to Ensure Feedback Quality

Since our end-user support tool is web-based, we chose to use Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), because it offers tools for successfully completing an online research study and can provide access to a wide variety of participants at a relatively low cost. AMT can be used for collecting data, which is as reliable as those obtained via traditional methods [Buhrmester et al. 2011]. The existing literature has examples, which indicate the viability of using AMT for conducting research studies [Paolacci et al. 2010]. Nonetheless, we took some measures to ensure feedback quality.

Several measures were taken to ensure the recruitment of serious participants in order to obtain high quality feedback. One measure is setting filters that are provided by AMT. These filters restrict the participants, who qualify to take part in this study. We specified that a qualified participant must have previously completed more than 5000 tasks (hits) on AMT with an accuracy of over 95%. The accuracy indicates whether a person did the assigned task properly or arbitrarily, and it is specified by the person who requests the task. AMT workers with a high accuracy are serious about selecting tasks that they can complete accurately, in order not to negatively affect their rating. Hence, they usually provide reliable answers.

Gold standard awareness questions are used in crowdsourcing to check the seriousness of participants (workers) [Eickhoff and de Vries 2013], and are one of the measures that we used in this study. These questions are usually very easy to answer by serious participants. Those who do not properly answer these questions would have most likely answered arbitrarily; hence their input can be excluded. One of the gold standard questions that we included in this study asked the participants about the number of scenarios (namely three) for which they were required to...
compose a transformation. Two gold standard questions were also placed among the demographic information questions on computer literacy. The first question asked the participants to select from a list of devices the one (namely a mouse), which is not used for storing data. The second question asked the participants to rate their ability to use an operating system. This question was presented in two different wordings, which were placed apart to check whether the participants are carefully reading each question and are providing consistent answers.

As a final measure, we also logged the amounts of time taken by each participant to complete the whole study, define each transformation, and answer the feedback questions. If certain participants finish the study in an unreasonable amount of time that is very short in comparison to the other participants, it could mean that they provided arbitrary answers.

8.3 Results
The results of this study generally offered positive indications about the usability and learnability of ViSiT. These results also showed some interesting real-life scenarios that the participants conceived for using ViSiT.

The box-plot shown in Fig. 21 presents the time it took the participants to define a transformation for each of the scenarios previously presented in Fig. 20. Most of the participants (80%) were able to correctly define transformations for all three scenarios. We can see that although the first scenario was the least complicated the participants required on average more time to complete it, with the mean being 151.26 seconds. Scenarios 2 and 3 required the addition of more puzzle elements than Scenario 1. Yet, it took the participants a mean time of 94.8 and 111.8 seconds to complete Scenarios 1 and 2 respectively. These completion times indicate that the

*80% of the participants were able to correctly define transformations for all three scenarios
participants familiarized themselves with how to use the tool in the first scenario and were able to construct the second and third scenarios more efficiently.

The results of the participants’ perceived usability are presented in Fig. 22 using SUS scores (top) and Product Reaction Cards (bottom). The mean SUS score was 76.1 and the selected product reaction cards were mostly positive. Some of the selected cards, e.g., creative, fun and stimulating, show emotional satisfaction. Other cards, e.g., effective, easy-to-use and straight-forward, show the participants’ satisfaction with using the system’s functionality. Some choices, e.g., useful, valuable, and empowering, show a positive end-user perception of the system’s utility.

One group of six participants chose both the “complex” and “confusing” product reaction cards, and an additional participant also chose “complex”. Nonetheless, we can still say that the overall result provides a positive indication due to several reasons. The participants of the study are non-programmers who generally have average computer usage skills. Nonetheless, they were able to use ViSiT for developing basic transformations. This type of development task is usually restricted to programmers who have expertise in using traditional model transformation languages. We think that the participants could find our system easier to use if they get a training session or are offered a more extensive tutorial. In this study, they were simply offered a basic explanation of what the system is for and how to use it. The participants gave positive feedback about the system’s learnability as shown by their answers to the questions presented in Fig. 23. As explained previously, the participants’ perception of learnability was elicited by asking six questions about learning barriers defined in prior research [Ko et al. 2004]. A general question about
When asked to suggest scenarios where they thought ViSiT could be used in real-life, 75% of the participants provided reasonable answers. These answers indicate that end-users are capable of envisioning useful real-life IoT scenarios, if they were empowered with an implementation technology such as ViSiT. Some answers were general and were restricted to categories of applications, e.g., home appliances, while others were more specific and explicitly described a scenario. What follows are some examples of the different types of scenarios that were suggested by the participants.

The following are examples of some general answers:

- “I think it would be good to use on all kinds of electronics, like sensors and monitors.” (P1)
- “It is suitable for home products.” (P2)
- “Electrical appliances, ordering groceries, paying bills, etc.” (P3)

Some more specific answers include the following:

- “When a thermometer shows that a child’s temperature is above 102 it automatically notifies me that the child needs a fever tablet.” (P4)
- “Medicine cabinet that automatically orders more supplements” (P5)
- “Connecting the refrigerator with your smart phone, so you know what you need to buy” (P6)
- “Connecting different toys or game consoles together. When I connected my Xbox one with a Kinect it made things more interesting.” (P7)
- “A laundry washer that is connected to the supply of detergent. When the amount of detergent remaining passes a preset limit, it orders more.” (P8)
One participant answered this question by expressing how excited he was about ViSiT and wrote the following statement:

– “This is an amazing system and I wish I could learn it a bit more and implement it in real life. Can you imagine? If temp > 55 then open door else turn on heat. Or something like that. I’d love to learn it.” (P9)

9. THREATS TO VALIDITY AND LIMITATIONS

In this section, we explain the threats to validity in the user study and the technical limitations of ViSiT in comparison to existing model-transformation languages.

The scenarios that the participants of the user study were asked to develop cover a subset of the visual constructs that are supported by ViSiT. Our aim was to obtain an indication about the usability of ViSiT and its supporting tool. Since the other constructs, e.g., filtering and sorting, follow the same jigsaw puzzle paradigm the results of the study could be indicative of their usability as well. Yet, the end-users may require some more time to learn and understand all the constructs and how to apply them in a practical scenario. We think that this could be facilitated by providing video tutorials that demonstrate the creation of real-life IoT scenarios. Also, further in-situ evaluation can be conducted in the future in order to obtain additional insights on how end-users would handle more complex scenarios and what typical mistakes and misunderstandings might arise.

As we previously mentioned, ViSiT is not intended to replace existing, mature model transformation languages. Instead, it is meant to empower end-users with some of the capabilities of those languages, so that they can wire IoT objects without needing programming skills. Hence, ViSiT does not support certain features, e.g., bidirectional transformations, which are present in existing model transformation languages. In terms of efficiency, some existing model transformation languages could also be few seconds faster than ViSiT’s underlying implementation. However, as it is currently implemented ViSiT is enough for realizing many IoT scenarios since it will mostly be used to convert small models at a time. Nonetheless, in the future, we aim to improve the efficiency of ViSiT’s underlying implementation. Additionally, we aim to extend the jigsaw puzzle notation to support more features that are currently realizable using ViSiT’s underlying workflow implementation.

10. CONCLUSIONS

Our aim in this work is to empower end-users to conceive and realize useful scenarios that involve wiring together a wide variety of IoT objects (things and services). The main challenge that this work aims to address is allowing end-users who have no programming experience to define transformations, which can convert the data being sent from one IoT object to the data expected by another. We attempted to address this challenge by presenting ViSiT (Visual Simple Transformations). With ViSiT, end-users can realize scenarios such as wiring a smart refrigerator to an online shopping service in order to automatically replenish low-stock items.

ViSiT allows end-users who are non-programmers to define transformations using a jigsaw puzzle notation. The meta-models that embody the concept behind ViSiT were presented and explained. This paper also presented an architecture that can serve as a reference for developing a network of connected IoT objects. These objects can leverage ViSiT to transform their data in a way that enables meaningful communication between them. We presented a web-based tool for supporting end-
users in defining and testing transformations using ViSiT’s jigsaw puzzle notation. The transformations that are defined by end-users using jigsaw puzzle pieces are automatically converted into an underlying executable workflow. Although our approach primarily targets end-users who are non-programmers, software developers could also use it to define transformations. Since software developers may be familiar with a workflow metaphor, e.g., for defining business rules, we also presented a tool that allows them to leverage this metaphor for defining transformations.

We developed example transformations to demonstrate ViSiT’s efficiency and scalability. We also developed an example of controlling a Lego Mindstorms robot with an Xbox controller to show ViSiT’s practicality. ViSiT was also evaluated from an end-user perspective by conducting a study that showed positive indications about our system’s usability and learnability, in addition to the end-users’ ability to conceive real-life scenarios where ViSiT could be useful.

As the IoT becomes more widespread, solutions like ViSiT will play an important role in involving end-users in activities that were traditionally restricted to technical stakeholders such as software developers. End-users could, in many cases, assume responsibility of many activities that might be too expensive to assign to software developers. In the future, it is possible to extend ViSiT with additional functionality that would allow it to empower end-users even more. More functionality can be added to ViSiT by extending its jigsaw puzzle notation to support more of the procedural logic constructs that are supported by its underlying workflow technology. It could also be useful to extend our end-user support tool to enable end-users to collaborate on defining transformations through a form of crowdsourcing. The tool could enable end-users to define, share, and rate transformations for a wide variety of IoT objects.
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